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By Keven Shevels : Walking Around Osmotherley and the Cleveland Hills (Walking North East)  cleveland way 
luggage carrying and accommodation booking services from sherpa van the cleveland way is a 109 mile footpath 
across the moors and along the coast of the north york moors with many interesting sites and historical buildings to 
Walking Around Osmotherley and the Cleveland Hills (Walking North East): 
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The village of Osmotherley lies on the edge of the North York Moors National Park at the point where the rugged 
Cleveland Hills meet the more gentle rolling Hambleton Hills This is an area with a history that stretches back to the 
early days of human exploration and settlement A history that has left it s mark right up to the present time Here the 
walker is presented with a mixture of landscapes to explore The rugged heather moorland the rolling grassland of the 
About the Author Keven Shevels Kev has been involved with outdoor sports since his school days when participation 
in the Duke of Edinburgh award revealed the beauties of hill and dale and resulted in him walking or running through 
the countryside of the North 

[Get free] information on walking the cleveland way where2walk
a fantastic circular walk featuring osmotherley and cod beck reservoir  epub  our 3 hostel is the ideal accommodation 
in osmotherley for families and cyclists with cycle storage available never worry about where to leave your bikes  pdf 
a fully comprehesive guide to the highest hills in the north york moors national park cleveland way luggage carrying 
and accommodation booking services from sherpa van 
the highest hills in the north york moors walking
character end terrace cottage in osmotherley pet friendly woodburner garden ideal romantic retreat walks and good 
pubs on doorstep  Free contact us north york moors national park authority the old vicarage bondgate helmsley york 
north yorkshire yo62 5bp telephone 01439 772700  pdf download index to our walks on the north york moors the 
cleveland way is a 109 mile footpath across the moors and along the coast of the north york moors with many 
interesting sites and historical buildings to 
peelers cottage osmotherley north york moors and
this classic route was originated and described by the celebrated awainwright author of a well known series of 
mountain walking guide books on the english lake  route description and downloads the cleveland way national trail is 
a 109 mile 175 km walking route through beautiful and ever changing landscapes and scenery  review the cleveland 
way is a national trail in ancient cleveland in northern england it runs 110 miles 177 km between helmsley and the 
brigg at filey skirting the north walking on foot under your own steam out on the trail is there any better way to 
experience the north york moors than heading out for a walk 
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